For many NLP applications that require a parser, the sentences of interest may not be well-formed. If the parser can overlook problems such as grammar mistakes and produce a parse tree that closely resembles the correct analysis for the intended sentence, we say that the parser is robust. This paper compares the performances of eight state-of-the-art dependency parsers on two domains of ungrammatical sentences: learner English and machine translation outputs. We have developed an evaluation metric and conducted a suite of experiments. Our analyses may help practitioners to choose an appropriate parser for their tasks, and help developers to improve parser robustness against ungrammatical sentences.
Introduction
Previous works have shown that, in general, parser performances degrade when applied to out-ofdomain sentences (Gildea, 2001; McClosky et al., 2010; Foster, 2010; Petrov et al., 2010; Foster et al., 2011) . If a parser performs reasonably well for a wide range of out-of-domain sentences, it is said to be robust (Bigert et al., 2005; Kakkonen, 2007; Foster, 2007) .
Sentences that are ungrammatical, awkward, or too casual/colloquial can all be seen as special kinds of out-of-domain sentences. These types of sentences are commonplace for NLP applications, from product reviews and social media analysis to intelligent language tutors and multilingual processing. Since parsing is an essential component for many applications, it is natural to ask: Are some parsers more robust than others against sentences that are not well-formed? Previous works on parser evaluation that focused on accuracy and speed (Choi et al., 2015; Kummerfeld et al., 2012; McDonald and Nivre, 2011; Kong and Smith, 2014) have not taken ungrammatical sentences into consideration.
In this paper, we report a set of empirical analyses of eight leading dependency parsers on two domains of ungrammatical text: English-as-a-Second Language (ESL) learner text and machine translation (MT) outputs. We also vary the types of training sources; the parsers are trained with the Penn Treebank (to be comparable with other studies) and Tweebank, a treebank on tweets (to be a bit more like the test domain) (Kong et al., 2014) .
The main contributions of the paper are:
• a metric and methodology for evaluating ungrammatical sentences without referring to a gold standard corpus;
• a quantitative comparison of parser accuracy of leading dependency parsers on ungrammatical sentences; this may help practitioners to select an appropriate parser for their applications; and
• a suite of robustness analyses for the parsers on specific kinds of problems in the ungrammatical sentences; this may help developers to improve parser robustness in the future.
Evaluation of Parser Robustness
Parser evaluation for ungrammatical texts presents some domain-specific challenges. The typical approach to evaluate parsers is to compare parser out-puts against manually annotated gold standards. Although there are a few small semi-manually constructed treebanks on learner texts (Geertzen et al., 2013; Ott and Ziai, 2010) or tweets (Daiber and van der Goot, 2016) , their sizes make them unsuitable for the evaluation of parser robustness. Moreover, some researchers have raised valid questions about the merit of creating a treebank for ungrammatical sentences or adapting the annotation schema (Cahill, 2015; Ragheb and Dickinson, 2012) .
A "gold-standard free" alternative is to compare the parser output for each problematic sentence with the parse tree of the corresponding correct sentence. Foster (2004) used this approach over a small set of ungrammatical sentences and showed that parser's accuracy is different for different types of errors. A limitation of this approach is that the comparison works best when the differences between the problematic sentence and the correct sentence are small. This is not the case for some ungrammatical sentences (especially from MT systems). Another closely-related approach is to semi-automatically create treebanks from artificial errors. For example, Foster generated artificial errors to the sentences from the Penn Treebank for evaluating the effect of error types on parsers (Foster, 2007) . In another work, Bigert et al. (2005) proposed an unsupervised evaluation of parser robustness based on the introduction of artificial spelling errors in error-free sentences. Kakkonen (2007) adapted a similar method to compare the robustness of four parsers over sentences with misspelled words.
Our proposed evaluation methodology is similar to the "gold-standard free" approach; we compare the parser output for an ungrammatical sentence with the automatically generated parse tree of the corresponding correct sentence. In the next section, we discuss our evaluation metric to address the concerns that some ungrammatical sentences may be very different from their corrected versions. This allows us to evaluate parsers with more realistic data that exhibit a diverse set of naturally occurring errors, instead of artificially generated errors or limited error types.
Proposed Evaluation Methodology
For the purpose of robustness evaluation, we take the automatically produced parse tree of a well-formed sentence as "gold-standard" and compare the parser output for the corresponding problematic sentence against it. Even if the "gold-standard" is not perfectly correct in absolute terms, it represents the norm from which parse trees of problematic sentences diverge: if a parser were robust against ungrammatical sentences, its output for these sentences should be similar to its output for the well-formed ones.
Determining the evaluation metric for comparing these trees, however, presents another challenge. Since the words of the ungrammatical sentence and its grammatical counterpart do not necessarily match (an example is given in Figure 1 ), we cannot use standard metrics such as Parseval (Black et al., 1991) . We also cannot use adapted metrics for comparing parse trees of unmatched sentences (e.g., Sparseval (Roark et al., 2006) ), because these metrics consider all the words regardless of the mismatches (extra or missing words) between two sentences. This is a problem for comparing ungrammatical sentences to grammatical ones because a parser is unfairly penalized when it assigns relations to extra words and when it does not assign relations to missing words. Since a parser cannot modify the sentence, we do not want to penalize these extraneous or missing relations; on the other hand, we do want to identify cascading effects on the parse tree due to a grammar error. For the purpose of evaluating parser robustness against ungrammatical sentences, we propose a modified metric in which the dependencies connected to unmatched (extra or missing) error words are ignored. A more formal definition is as follows:
• Shared dependency is a mutual dependency between two trees;
• Error-related dependency is a dependency connected to an extra word 1 in the sentence;
• Precision is (# of shared dependencies) / (# of dependencies of the ungrammatical sentence - # of error-related dependencies of the ungrammatical sentence);
• Recall is (# of shared dependencies) / (# of dependencies of the grammatical sentence -# of error-related dependencies of the grammatical sentence); and
• Robustness F 1 is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Figure 1 shows an example in which the ungrammatical sentence has an unnecessary word, "about", so the three dependencies connected to it are counted as error-related dependencies. The two shared dependencies between the trees result in a precision of 2/(5−3) = 1, recall of 2/(4−0) = 0.5, and Robustness F 1 of 66%.
Experimental Setup
Our experiments are conducted over a wide range of dependency parsers that are trained on two different treebanks: Penn Treebank (PTB) and Tweebank. We evaluate the robustness of parsers over two datasets that contain ungrammatical sentences: writings of English-as-a-Second language learners and machine translation outputs. We choose datasets for which the corresponding correct sentences are available (or easily reconstructed).
Parsers
Our evaluation is over eight state-of-the-art dependency parsers representing a wide range of approaches. We use the publicly available versions of each parser with the standard parameter settings.
Malt Parser (Nivre et al., 2007) 2 A greedy transition-based dependency parser. We use LI-BLINEAR setting in the learning phase.
Mate Parser v3.6.1 (Bohnet, 2010) 3 A graph-based dependency parser that uses second-order maximum spanning tree.
MST Parser (McDonald and Pereira, 2006) 4 A firstorder graph-based parser that searches for maximum spanning trees.
Stanford Neural Network Parser (SNN) (Chen and Manning, 2014) 5 A transition-based parser that uses word embeddings.
We use pre-trained word embeddings from Collobert et al. (2011) as recommended by the authors. 
Data
We train all the parsers using two treebanks and test their robustness over two ungrammatical datasets.
Parser Training Data
Penn Treebank (PTB) We follow the standard splits of Penn Treebank, using section 2-21 for training, section 22 for development, and section 23 for testing. We transform bracketed sentences from PTB into dependency formats using Stanford Basic Dependency representation (De Marneffe et al., 2006) from Stanford parser v3.6. We assign POS tags to the training data using Stanford POS tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003) with ten-way jackknifing (with 97.3% accuracy).
Tweebank Tweebank is a Twitter dependency corpus annotated by non-experts containing 929 tweets (Kong et al., 2014) . Kong et al. (2014) used 717 of tweets for training and 201 for test 10 . We follow the same split in our experiments. We use pretrained POS tagging model of Kong et al. (2014) (with 92.8% accuracy) over the tweets.
The elements in tweets that have no syntactic function (such as hashtags, URLs and emoticons) are annotated as unselected tokens (no tokens as the heads). In order to be able to use Tweebank in other parsers, we link the unselected tokens to the wall symbol (i.e. root as the heads). This assumption will generate more arcs from the root, but since we use the same evaluation setting for all the parsers, the results are comparable. We evaluate the accuracy of the trained parser on Tweebank with the unlabeled attachment F 1 score (same procedure as Kong et al. (2014) ).
Robustness Test Data
To test the robustness of parsers, we choose two datasets of ungrammatical sentences for which their corresponding correct sentences are available. For a fair comparison, we automatically assign POS tags to the test data. When parsers are trained on PTB, we use the Stanford POS tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003) . When parsers are trained on Tweebank, we coarsen POS tags to be compatible with the Twitter POS tags using the mappings specified by Gimpel et al. (2011) .
English-as-a-Second Language corpus (ESL)
For the ungrammatical sentences, we use the First Certificate in English (FCE) dataset (Yannakoudakis et al., 2011) that contains the writings of English as a second language learners and their corresponding error corrections. Given the errors and their corrections, we can easily reconstruct the corrected version 10 github.com/ikekonglp/TweeboParser/tree/ master/Tweebank of each ungrammatical ESL sentence. From this corpus, we randomly select 10,000 sentences with at least one error; there are 4954 with one error; 2709 with two errors; 1290 with three; 577 with four; 259 with five; 111 with six; and 100 with 7+ errors.
Machine Translation corpus (MT) Machine translation outputs are another domain of ungrammatical sentences. We use the LIG (Potet et al., 2012) which contains 10,881 and LISMI's TRACE corpus 11 which contains 6,693 French-to-English machine translation outputs and their human posteditions. From these corpora, we randomly select 10,000 sentences with at least edit distance one (upon words) with their human-edited sentence. The distribution of the number of sentences with their edit distances from 1 to 10+ is as follows (beginning with 1 edit distance and ending with 10+): 674; 967; 1019; 951; 891; 802; 742; 650; 547; and 2752.
Evaluation Metric
In the robustness evaluation metric (Section 3), shared dependencies and error-related dependencies are detected based on alignments between words in the ungrammatical and grammatical sentences. We find the alignments in the FCE and MT data in a slightly different way. In the FCE dataset, in which the error words are annotated, the grammatical and ungrammatical sentences can easily be aligned. In the MT dataset, we use the TER (Translation Error Rate) tool (default settings) 12 to find alignments.
In our experiments, we present unlabeled robustness F 1 micro-averaged across the test sentences. We consider punctuations when parsers are trained with the PTB data, because punctuations can be a source of ungrammaticality. However, we ignore punctuations when parsers are trained with the Tweebank data, because punctuations are not annotated in the tweets with their dependencies.
Experiments
The experiments aim to address the following questions given separate training and test data: 
Overall Accuracy and Robustness
The overall performances of all parsers are shown in Table 1 . Note that the Tweebo Parser's performance is not trained on the PTB because it is a specialization of the Turbo Parser, designed to parse tweets. Table 1 shows that, for both training conditions, the parser that has the best robustness score in the ESL domain has also high robustness for the MT domain. This suggests that it might be possible to build robust parsers for multiple ungrammatical domains. The training conditions do matter -Malt performs better when trained from Tweebank than from the PTB. In contrast, Tweebank is not a good fit with the neural network parsers due to its small size. Moreover, SNN uses pre-trained word embeddings, and 60% of Tweebank tokens are missing. Next, let us compare parsers within each train/test configuration for their relative robustness. When trained on the PTB, all parsers are comparably robust on ESL data, while they exhibit more differences on the MT data, and, as expected, everyone's performance is much lower because MT errors are more diverse than ESL errors. We expected that by training on Tweebank, parsers will perform better on ESL data (and maybe even MT data), since Tweebank is arguably more similar to the test domains than the PTB; we also expected Tweebo to outperform others. The results are somewhat surprising. On the one hand, the highest parser score increased from 93.72% (Turbo trained on PTB) to 94.36% (Malt trained on Tweebank), but the two neural network parsers performed significantly worse, most likely due to the small training size of Tweebank. Interestingly, although SyntaxNet has the lowest score on ESL, it has the highest score on MT, showing promise in its robustness.
Parser Robustness by Number of Errors
To better understand the overall results, we further breakdown the test sentences by the number of errors each contains. Our objectives are: (1) to observe the speed with which the parsers lose their robustness as the sentences become more error-prone; (2) to determine whether some parsers are more robust than others when handling noisier data. Figure 2 presents four graphs, plotting robustness F 1 scores against the number of errors for all parsers under each train/test configuration. In terms of the parsers' general degradation of robustness, we observe that: 1) parsing robustness degrades faster with the increase of errors for the MT data than the ESL data; 2) training on the PTB led to a more similar behavior between the parsers than when training on Tweebank; 3) training on Tweebank does help some parsers to be more robust against many errors.
In terms of relative robustness between parsers, we observe that Malt, Turbo, and Tweebo parsers are more robust than others given noisier inputs. The SNN parser is a notable outlier when trained on Tweebank due to insufficient training examples.
Impact of Error Distances
This experiment explores the impact of the interactivity of errors. We assume that errors have more interaction if they are closer to each other, and less interaction if they are scattered throughout the sentence. We define "near" to be when there is at most 1 word between errors and "far" to be when there are at least 6 words between errors. We expect all parsers to have more difficulty on parsing sentences when their errors have more interaction, but how do the parsers compare against each other? We conduct this experiment using a subset of sentences that have exactly three errors; we compare parser robustness when these three errors are near each other with the robustness when the errors are far apart. Table 2 presents the results as a collection of shaded bars. This aims to give an at-a-glance visualization of the outcomes. In this representation, all parsers with the same train data and test domain (including both the near and far sets) are treated as one group. The top row specifies the lowest score of all parsers on both test sets; the bottom row specifies the highest score. The shaded area of each bar indicates the relative robustness of each parser with respect to the lowest and highest scores of the group. An empty bar indicates that it is the least robust (corresponding to the lowest score in the top row); a fully shaded bar means it is the most robust (corresponding to the highest score in the bottom row). Consider the left-most box, in which parsers trained on PTB and tested on ESL are compared. In this group 13 , Yara (near) is the least robust parser with a score of F 1 = 87.3%, while SNN (far) is the most robust parser with a score of F 1 = 93.4%; as expected, all parsers are less robust when tested on sentences with near errors than far errors, but they do exhibit relative differences: Turbo parser seems most robust in this setting. Turbo parser's lead in handling error interactivity holds for most of the other train/test configurations as well; the only exception is for Tweebank/MT, where SyntaxNet and Malt are better. Compared to ESL data, near errors in MT data are more challenging for all parsers; when trained on PTB, most are equally poor, except for Yara, which has the worst score (79.1%), even though it has the highest score when the errors are far apart (91.5%). Error interactivity has the most effect on Yara parser in all but one train/test configuration (Tweebank/ESL).
Impact of Error Types
In the following experiments, we examine the impact of different error types. To remove the impact due to interactivity between multiple errors, these studies use a subset of sentences that have only one error. Although all parsers are fairly robust for sentences containing one error, our focus here is on the relative performances of parsers over different error types: We want to see whether some error types are more problematic for some parsers than others.
Impact of grammatical error types
The three main grammar error types are replacement (a word need replacing), missing (a word missing), and unnecessary (a word is redundant). Our Table 3 , replacement errors are the least problematic error type for all the parsers; on the other hand, missing errors are the most difficult error type for parsers. This finding suggests that a preprocessing module for correcting missing and unnecessary word errors may be helpful in the parsing pipeline.
Impact of error word category
Another factor that might affect parser performances is the class of errors; for example, we might expect an error on a preposition to have a higher impact (since it is structural) than an error on an adjective. We separate the sentences into two groups: error occurring on an open-or closed-class word. We expect closed-class errors to have a stronger negative impact on the parsers because they contain function words such as determiners, pronouns, conjunctions and prepositions. Table 4 shows results. As expected, closed-class errors are generally more difficult for parsers. But when parsers are trained on PTB and tested on MT, there are some exceptions: Turbo, Mate, MST and Yara parsers tend to be more robust on closed-class errors. This result corroborates the importance of building grammar error correction systems to handle closed-class errors such as preposition errors.
Impact of error semantic role
An error can be either in a verb role, an argument role, or no semantic role. We extract semantic role of the error by running Illinoise semantic role labeler (Punyakanok et al., 2008) sentences. We then obtain the role of the errors using alignments between ungrammatical sentence and its corrected counterpart. Table 5 shows the average robustness of parsers when parsing sentences that have one error. For parsers trained on the PTB data, handling sentences with argument errors seem somewhat easier than those with other errors. For parsers trained on the Tweebank, the variation in the semantic roles of the errors does not seem to impact parser performance; each parser performs equally well or poorly across all roles; comparing across parsers, Malt seems particularly robust to error variations due to semantic roles.
Conclusions and Recommendations
In this paper, we have presented a set of empirical analyses on the robustness of processing ungrammatical text for several leading dependency parsers, using an evaluation metric designed for this purpose.
We find that parsers indeed have different responses to ungrammatical sentences of various types. We recommend practitioners to examine the range of ungrammaticality in their input data (whether it is more like tweets or has grammatical errors like ESL writings). If the input data contains text more similar to tweets (e.g. containing URLs and emoticons), Malt or Turbo parser may be good choices. If the input data is more similar to the machine translation outputs; SyntaxNet, Malt, Tweebo and Turbo parser are good choices.
Our results also suggest that some preprocessing steps may be necessary for ungrammatical sentences, such as handling redundant and missing word errors. While there are some previous works on fixing the unnecessary words in the literature (Xue and Hwa, 2014) , it is worthy to develop better NLP methods for catching and mitigating the missing word errors prior to parsing. Finally, this work corroborate the importance of building grammar error correction systems for handling closed-class er-1772 rors such as preposition errors.
